Abstract. In the following paper, we construct simply connected symplectic 4-manifolds with characteristic numbers satisfying c 2 1 > 8 9 10
Introduction
The geography problem of compact complex surfaces, (i.e., the characterization of pairs (a, b) ∈ Z×Z corresponding to minimal complex surfaces via χ h = a and c 2 1 = b,) is a well-studied part of algebraic geometry. (See [Ch1, Ch2, P] . Here χ h stands for the holomorphic Euler characteristic and c 2 1 for the square of the first Chern class of the surface at hand.) In the light of recent advances in symplectic topology and smooth 4-manifold theory, the same question has been raised for minimal symplectic and for irreducible 4-manifolds. The definitions of the invariants χ h and c [GM] , Szabó [Sz] , Fintushel and Stern [FS1, FS2] , and many others show that the answer for the different classification questions (for complex surfaces, symplectic 4-manifolds, and for smooth irreducible 4-manifolds,) is qualitatively different, even if we assume that -for sake of simplicity -our manifolds are simply connected. Gompf and Mrowka [GM] showed the first examples of simply connected irreducible (in fact, symplectic) 4-manifolds not carrying complex structures, then Szabó [Sz] found simply connected (irreducible) 4-manifolds with no symplectic structures. These works were followed by constructions of Fintushel and Stern [FS1, FS2] providing hordes of similar examples. (See also [GS, Pa, S1] .) All the above examples shared the property that their signature σ was negative -equivalently, c 2 1 < 8χ h . Besides CP 2 (with c 2 1 (CP 2 ) = 9, χ h (CP 2 ) = 1 and σ(CP 2 ) = 1,) complex surfaces of positive signature were hard to find. Using various branched cover constructions, such examples have been constructed in [Ch1, Ch2, H, MT, PPX, So] . It is known that if S is a complex surface, then c 2 1 (S) ≤ 9χ h (S) (the Bogomolov-Miyaoka-Yau inequality); moreover for S differing from CP 2 , the equality c 2 1 (S) = 9χ h (S) holds if and only if the unit disk In Section 2 of the paper we recall the construction of the complex surfaces H(n) lying on the BMY-line; then using H(n) for appropriate n in Section 3 we will construct B(d) and show the properties announced above. We append two standard constructions in Section 4 for sake of completeness.
Surfaces on the BMY-line
In constructing H(n) we will follow the description given in [Ch2] . Assume that D is a Riemann surface (complex 1, real 2 dimensional manifold) of genus 2. We take a Z 5 -action on D generated by γ : D → D which has exactly 3 fixed points Q 1 , Q 2 and Q 3 . (The existence of such an action is shown in the Appendix.) It is easy to see that the quotient of D by this Z 5 -action is CP 1 ; let us denote the quotient map by ϕ : 
Lemma 2.1. F consists of the union of 5 complex curves
(F 1 , . . . , F 5 ) each diffeomorphic to D. Each F i goes through (Q 1 , Q 1 ), (Q 2 , Q 2 ) and (Q 3 , Q 3 ) ∈ D × D. Moreover, F i intersects F j in (Q k , Q k ) transversally, otherwise these curves are disjoint and [F i ] 2 = −2 for 1 ≤ i ≤ 5.
Proof. The curve F i is the graph of the map γ
i : D → D; consequently [F i ] 2 = [F j ] 2 . Since F 5 is the diagonal of D × D, we have [F 5 ] 2 = −2. By the fact that [F i ] 2 = 5 [D × {pt.}] + [{pt.} × D] 2 =χ h H(1) = 1 12 c 2 H(1) + c 2 1 H(1) = 25. Consequently, c 2 1 H(1) = 9χ h H(1) , so H(1) is on the Bogomolov-Miyaoka- Yau line.
Note that the composition of the maps H(1) → D×D#3CP
2 → D×D pr −→ D gives a fibration of H(1) over D, the regular fiber being a curve which is a 5-fold cover of D branched in 5 points, hence it is a curve of genus 16. EachF i gives rise to a section of this fibration, the image of this section is a curve of genus 2 with self-intersection −1.
Any n-fold cover of H(1) will be on the BMY-line as well. This can be seen in two ways: The Euler characteristic and the signature are multiplied by n under an n-fold cover, so direct computation shows the statement. Alternatively, since H(1) is on the BMY-line (and H(1) = CP 2 ), the unit disk U is its universal cover, which is the same for any n-fold cover, implying that the latter is also on the BMY-line. We define H(n) as a particular n-fold cover of H (1) (For more about H(n) see [Ch2] or [GS] .)
Construction of the 4-manifolds
Consider a 4-manifold X admitting a Lefschetz fibration f : X → CP 1 such that the genus of the generic fiber is 16, moreover f admits a simply connected fiber and a section with self-intersection −1. An example of such a Lefschetz fibration is given at the end of the Appendix. (For more about Lefschetz fibrations see [GS] .) Taking the fiber connected sum of H(n) and X we get a 4-manifold Y (n) still admitting a Lefschetz fibration over D n . Y (n) is symplectic [G1] , and has the following characteristic numbers: . By sewing a section of H(n) to a section of X we get a section of Y (n) → D n ; its image Σ n turns out to be an embedded surface of genus (n + 1) with selfintersection −(n + 1). Since for any Lefschetz fibration and preassigned (finite) set of disjoint sections there is a symplectic structure on the 4-manifold making the sections symplectic [G2, GS] , we can assume that Σ n ⊂ Y (n) is a symplectic submanifold. Applying the result of the next theorem it will be easy to get a hold on the fundamental group of the 4-manifold Y (n).
Theorem 3.2. If the 4-manifold M 4 admits a Lefschetz fibration f : M → C over the Riemann surface C with connected fibers, with at least one simply connected fiber and with a section Σ, then the embedding Σ → M induces an iso-
Proof. For a Lefschetz fibration there is an exact sequence
where F is the generic fiber. Since the fibers are connected, we have π 0 (F ) = 0; by the existence of a simply connected fiber we have that the homomorphism π 1 (F ) → π 1 (M ) is the zero homomorphism. This implies that the projection M → C induces an isomorphism π 1 (M ) → π 1 (C). Since the composition of the section τ : C → M with the above projection as
results id C , we get that τ induces an isomorphism on the fundamental groups, and this proves the lemma. Proof. Since the normal circle ofC d ⊂ CP 2 #hCP 2 is contractible along any of the exceptional spheres, the complement ofC d in CP 2 #hCP 2 is obviously simply connected. Lemma 3.2 shows that each element of π 1 Y (n) can be represented by a loop contained by the section Σ n . This, however, implies that the map π 1 ∂(Y (n) − νΣ n ) → π 1 Y (n) − νΣ n induced by the embedding is a surjection. Now the application of the Seifert-Van Kampen theorem for
, which implies the formula for • 
Appendix
First we will show a Z 5 -action on D required at the beginning of Section 2: Take the (singular) curve Next, we show that a Lefschetz fibration with the properties listed at the begining of Section 3 exists. (Recall that we have to find f : X → CP 1 such that the generic fiber has genus 16, f admits a simply connected fiber and it also has a section of square −1.) Let us fix p 1 , . . . , p 34 , 34 distinct points in CP 1 and take
The double branched cover of CP 1 ×CP 1 branched along G is a singular complex surface, the desingularized of which being diffeomorphic to CP 2 #69CP 2 [GS] .
Composing the double branched cover map ρ : CP 2 #69CP 2 → CP 1 × CP 1 with the projection pr 2 : CP 1 × CP 1 → CP 1 to the second factor, we get a Lefschetz
The generic fiber of f is a curve of genus 16 (the double branched cover of CP 1 branched in 34 points). There are two singular fibers (originated from the parts CP 1 × {p i } of the branch locus); each singular fiber is a plumbing of 35 spheres along a star-shaped tree, consequently these singular fibers are simply connected. Moreover, the curves {p j }×CP 1 ⊂ G give rise to 34 sections of f , each being a rational curve with self-intersection −1.
Consequently X = CP 2 #69CP 2 with the above fibration provides an example of a 4-manifold required in Section 3. Note that for the above X we have σ(X) = −68 and e(X) = 72 (hence c 2 1 (X) = −60 and χ h (X) = 1), so the values of s and t and hence the characteristic numbers of the corresponding B(d) are the ones given in Remark 3.4. [GS] .
